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Hospital
alliance
under
scrutiny
Report: Sonoma West
Medical Center’s partner
linked to excessive billing

Family of 8 likely
dead in Hwy 1 crash

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Both the legality and propriety of a multimillion-dollar
drug-testing venture between
Sonoma West Medical Center in
Sebastopol and a medical laboratory company in Florida are
being further questioned following a CBS News investigation
televised nationally earlier this
week.
The news report alleged
the
Reliance
Laboratory
Testing, headed by its principal
partner, Aaron Durall, set up
a nationwide network of drugscreening shops inside rural
hospitals around the country,
cashing in on rural hospital
reimbursement rates as much
as 10 times the rate charged by
regular lab companies.
Since last summer, when the
partnership between Sonoma
West Medical Center, or SWMC,
and Durall was forged, the
struggling hospital’s new drugscreening program generated
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A truck drives by a Highway 1 pullout where the SUV of Jennifer Jean Hart and Sarah Margaret Hart was recovered near Westport on Wednesday.
The bodies of the two women and three of their six children were recovered, while three other children remain unaccounted for.

RUSSIA INVESTIGATION

Bodies of 2 women and 3 kids from Washington found; 3 missing
By MARY CALLAHAN, CHRISTI WARREN
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Michael
Flynn

Paul
Manafort

Trump lawyer
pitched idea
of pardoning
2 top aides
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT, JO
BECKER AND MARK MAZZETTI
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — A lawyer
for President Donald Trump
broached the idea of Trump
pardoning two of his former
top advisers, Michael Flynn
and Paul Manafort, with their
lawyers last year, according to
three people with knowledge of
the discussions.
The discussions came as the
special counsel was building
cases against both men, and
they raise questions about
whether the lawyer, John Dowd,
who resigned last week, was
offering pardons to influence
their decisions about whether
to plead guilty and cooperate in
the investigation.
The talks suggest that

A deadly crash on the rugged Mendocino
Coast this week now appears likely to have killed
a family of eight — two Washington state women and their six children, though only three of
the youngsters’ bodies had been recovered by
Wednesday night.
Mendocino County Sheriff Tom Allman said
there was still a chance the three siblings escaped the grim scene discovered Monday afternoon on a rocky shoreline north of Westport and
were staying with friends or other family.
But the three — Devonte Hart, 15, Sierra Hart,
12, and Hannah Hart, 16 — remained unaccounted for and were thought likely to have been in the
family car when it plunged over the cliff at a remote
Highway 1 pullout at a time not yet determined.
A two-day air and ground search of the remote
coastal area scheduled to resume today has not
revealed any clues to their fate, authorities said.
Those confirmed dead are Markis Hart, 19,
and Jeremiah and Abigail Hart, both 14, as well
as their mothers, Jennifer Jean Hart and Sarah
Margaret Hart, both 38.
Despite many unanswered questions, “we
know that an entire family vanished, and perished during this tragedy,” Allman said at a
Wednesday news conference in Ukiah.
“When I say the entire family, we have every
indication to believe that all six children were in
there,” he said.
The unfolding story of Jennifer and Sarah
Hart and the disadvantaged children they adopted is fraught with signs that family life had
been troubled, including reports the Woodland,

KATU

Jennifer Jean Hart, fourth from right, Sarah Margaret Hart, far right, stand with their six
children at a Bernie Sanders rally in Portland, Oregon.
Washington, couple made a hasty departure
from home last week after coming under scrutiny by local Child Protective Services.
A representative for the Washington State
Department of Social Services said the agency
opened an investigation last Friday after reports
of potential abuse or neglect in the family.
Local media said the inquiry was initiated by
neighbors concerned because Devonte Hart had
repeatedly come to their home asking for food.
Child protection personnel and Clark County
sheriff’s deputies made separate efforts to check
on the children’s welfare in the wake of recent
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“When I say the entire family, we have every indication
to believe that all six children were in there.”
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TOM ALLMAN, Mendocino County Sheriff about the Highway 1 crash on the Mendocino Coast
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